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Introduction

The vast amount of information available today on the World Wide Web (WWW) has great potential to improve the quality of decisions and the productivity of consumers. However, the WWW’s large number of information sources and their different levels of accessibility, reliability and associated costs present human decision makers with a complex information gathering planning problem that is difficult to solve without high-level filtering of information. In many cases, manual browsing through even a limited portion of the relevant information obtainable through advancing information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE) technologies (Larkey & Croft 1996; Lehner & Sundheim 1991) is no longer effective. The time/quality/cost tradeoffs offered by the collection of information sources and the dynamic nature of the environment lead us to conclude that the user cannot (and should not) serve as the detailed controller of the information gathering (IG) process. Our solution to this problem is to integrate different AI technologies, namely scheduling, planning, text processing, and interpretation problem solving, into a single information gathering agent, BIG (resource-Bounded Information Gathering), that can take the role of the human information gatherer.

Our approach to the IG problem is based on two observations. The first observation is that a significant portion of human IG is itself an intermediate step in a much larger decision-making process. For example, a person preparing to buy a car may search the Web for data to assist in the decision process, e.g., find out what car models are available, crash test results, dealer invoice prices, reviews and reliability statistics. In this information search process, the human gatherer first plans to gather information and reasons, perhaps at a superficial level, about the time/quality/cost trade-offs of different possible gathering actions before actually gathering information. For example, the gatherer may know that Microsoft CarPoint site has detailed and varied information on the models but that it is slow, relative to the Kelley Blue Book site, which has less varied information. Accordingly, a gatherer pressed for time may choose to browse the Kelley site over CarPoint, whereas a gatherer with unconstrained resources may choose to browse-and-wait for information from the slower CarPoint site. Human gatherers also typically use information learned during the search to refine and recast the search process; perhaps while looking for data on the new Honda Accord a human gatherer would come across a positive review of the Toyota Camry and would then broaden the search to include the Camry. Thus the human-centric process is both top-down and bottom-up, structured, but also opportunistic. The final result of this semi-structured search process is a decision or a suggestion of which product to purchase, accompanied by the extracted information and raw supporting documents.

The second observation that shapes our solution is that WWW-based IG is an instance of the interpretation problem. Interpretation is the process of constructing high-level models (e.g. product descriptions) from low-level data (e.g. raw documents) using feature-extraction methods that can produce evidence that is incomplete (e.g. missing or unstructured data), incomplete and uncertain (e.g. different documents provide different or inconsistent information), or inconsistent (e.g. different documents provide different prices for the same product). Coming from disparate sources of information of varying quality, these pieces of uncertain evidence must be carefully combined in a well-defined manner to provide support for the interpretation models under consideration.

In recasting IG as an interpretation problem, we face a search problem characterized by a generally combinatorially explosive state space. In the IG task, as in other interpretation problems, it is impossible to perform an exhaustive search to gather information on a particular subject, or even in many cases to determine the total number of instances (e.g. particular word processing programs) of the general subject (e.g. word processing) that is being investigated. Consequently, any solution to this IG problem needs to support reasoning about tradeoffs among resource constraints (e.g. the decision must be made in 1 hour), the quality of the selected item, and the quality of the decision process (e.g. comprehensiveness of search, effectiveness of IE methods usable within specified time limits). Because of the need to conserve time, it is important for an interpretation-based IG system to be able to save and exploit information about pertinent objects learned from earlier forays into the WWW. Additionally, we argue that an IG solution needs to support constructive problem solving, in which potential answers (e.g. models of products) to a user’s query are incrementally built up from features extracted from raw documents and compared for consistency or suitability against other partially-completed answers.

In connection with this incremental model-building process, an interpretation-based IG problem solution must also support sophisticated scheduling to achieve interleaved data-driven and expectation-driven processing. Processing for interpretation must be driven by expectations of what is reasonable, but, expectations in turn must be influenced by what is found in the data. For example, during a search to find information on word processors for Windows95, with the goal of recommending some package to purchase, an
agent finding Excel in a review article that also contains Word 5.0 might conclude based on IE-derived expectations that Excel is a competitor word processor.
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**Figure 1: The BIG Agent Architecture**

### The BIG Agent Architecture

The overall BIG agent architecture is shown in Figure 1. The agent is comprised of several sophisticated components that are complex problem-solvers and research subjects in their own right. The most important components are:

- **Task Assessor** The task assessor is responsible for formulating an initial information gathering plan and then for revising the plan as new information is learned that has significant ramifications for the plan currently being executed. The task assessor is not the execution component nor is it the planner that actually determines the details of how to go about achieving information gathering goals; the task assessor is a component dedicated to managing the high-level view of the information gathering process and balancing the end-to-end top-down approach of the agent scheduler and the opportunistic bottom-up RESUN planner.

- **Modeling Framework** The T/EMS (Decker & Lesser 1993) task modeling language is used to hierarchically model the information gathering process and enumerate alternative ways to accomplish the high-level gathering goals. The task structures probabilistically describe the quality, cost, and duration characteristics of each primitive action and specify both the existence and degree of any interactions between tasks and primitive methods. The T/EMS models serve as the medium of exchange for the components in BIG.

- **Design-to-Criteria Scheduler** Design-to-Criteria (Wagner, Garvey, & Lesser 1997; 1998) is a domain independent real-time, flexible computation (Horvitz, Cooper, & Heckerman 1989; Dean & Boddy 1988) approach to task scheduling. The Design-to-Criteria task scheduler reasons about quality, cost, duration and uncertainty trade-offs of different courses of action and constructs custom satisfying schedules for achieving the high-level goal(s).

- **RESUN Planner** The RESUN (Carver & Lesser 1995) blackboard based planner/problem solver directs information gathering activities. The planner receives an initial action schedule from the scheduler and then handles information gathering and processing activities. The strength of the RESUN planner is that it identifies, tracks, and plans to resolve sources-of-uncertainty (SOUs) associated with blackboard objects, which in this case correspond to gathered information and hypothesis about the information.

- **Information Extractors** The ability to process retrieved documents and extract structured data is essential both to refine search activities and to provide evidence to support BIG’s decision making. BIG uses several information extraction techniques to process unstructured, semi-structured, and structured information ranging from a full-blown information extraction system, CRYSTAL (Fisher et al. 1996), to pattern matchers and table parsers/extractors.

The integration of these components in BIG, and the view of the IG problem as an interpretation task, has given BIG some very strong abilities. First, there is the issue of information fusion. BIG does not just retrieve documents. Instead BIG retrieves information, extracts data from the information, and then combines the extracted data with data extracted from other documents to build a complete model of the product at hand. RESUN’s evidential framework enables BIG to reason about the sources of uncertainty associated with particular aspects of product object and to even work to find corroborating or negating evidence to resolve the SOUs. BIG also learns from previous problem solving episodes and reasons about resource trade-offs to determine the best (satisficing) course of action for the current problem solving context.

For more information on the BIG project, please refer to our AAAI-98 paper (Lesser et al. 1998).

### References


Knowledge Reuse and Validation  Following the author's earlier work in the verification and validation of standalone knowledge-based systems (Preece, Shinghal, & Batarekh 1992), tools are under development to assist in the design and validation of distributed knowledge-based systems. DISCOVER and COVERAGE are tools that support the construction of multiple-agent systems. DISCOVER verifies that "agentified" knowledge bases and databases conform to a shared ontology; this is a pre-requisite for sharing knowledge in an integrated system. DISCOVER is described in (Waterson & Preece 1997). Coverage verifies the well-formedness of "teams" of agents: it establishes the closure of task interdependencies, by checking that agents are able to meet their advertised commitments. COVERAGE is described in (Lamb & Preece 1996).

Reusable Middleware Components In parallel with the above projects, we have been attempting to create a library of reusable middleware components to ease the construction of knowledge base and database integration applications. We currently have sets of Java classes for:
- agent communication using a subset of KQML, running over Java RMI or CORBA IIOP;
- "agentifying" SQL databases (using JDBC) and knowledge bases implemented in CLIPS and Prolog;
- monitoring and visualising the interaction of agents, for debugging and demonstration purposes.

As we gain more understanding of building these kinds of applications, we expect to identify design patterns which will make it easier to reuse the above classes.
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